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Passionately in love, Clare and Henry vow to hold onto each other and their marriage as they struggle with the effects of ChronoDisplacement Disorder, a condition that casts Henry involuntarily into the world of time travel.
"This volume covers the period from the end of the Neolithic era to the beginning of the seventh century of our era. This lengthy period
includes the civilization of Ancient Egypt, the history of Nubia, Ethiopia, North Africa and the Sahara, as well as of the other regions of
the continent and its islands."--Publisher's description
For centuries, experts have argued that learning was about memorizing information: You're supposed to study facts, dates, and details; burn
them into your memory; and then apply that knowledge at opportune times. But this approach to learning isn’t nearly enough for the world
that we live in today, and in Learn Better journalist and education researcher Ulrich Boser demonstrates that how we learn can matter just
as much as what we learn. In this brilliantly researched book, Boser maps out the new science of learning, showing how simple techniques
like comprehension check-ins and making material personally relatable can help people gain expertise in dramatically better ways. He covers
six key steps to help you “learn how to learn,” all illuminated with fascinating stories like how Jackson Pollock developed his unique
painting style and why an ancient Japanese counting device allows kids to do math at superhuman speeds. Boser’s witty, engaging writing
makes this book feel like a guilty pleasure, not homework. Learn Better will revolutionize the way students and society alike approach
learning and makes the case that being smart is not an innate ability—learning is a skill everyone can master. With Boser as your guide, you
will be able to fully capitalize on your brain’s remarkable ability to gain new skills and open up a whole new world of possibilities.
When R. W. Holt's dad brought Chu Chu home, the shy young man was understandably a little concerned. Chu Chu was a chow chow, a Chinese
temple dog with a dominating disposition, and the Holts already had an older dog who might not take to the new puppy. As Holt came to know
Chu Chu, however, the two embarked on a life-changing friendship. Chu Chu dominated every aspect of Holt's life. They walked together,
played together, and slept together. Chu Chu offered protection and friendship, while expecting no less in return from his human. The
massive dog even influenced Holt's love life, forcing him to choose between the girl of his dreams and his devoted best friend. A tale of
trust, commitment, and unconditional love, Lion on a Leash isn't a tale of a dog and his master—it's a story of two friends who form a bond
strong enough to last a lifetime. As Holt notes, it's easy to love a chow. It's hard to be loved by one. By the time the reader has finished
the book, he should have a tear in his eye, a smile on his face, and a dog in his arms.
Survival and Success in the Doctoral Years and Beyond
Lion on a Leash
100 Principles of Fashion Design
Africa from the Twelfth to the Sixteenth Century
How People Learn
Old Stoneface - My Autobiography
Death in the Afternoon
This shocking, surprisingly entertaining romp into the intellectual nether regions of today's underthirty set reveals the disturbing and, ultimately, incontrovertible truth:
cyberculture is turning us into a society of know-nothings. The Dumbest Generation is a dire report on the intellectual life of young adults and a timely warning of its
impact on American democracy and culture. For decades, concern has been brewing about the dumbed-down popular culture available to young people and the impact
it has on their futures. But at the dawn of the digital age, many thought they saw an answer: the internet, email, blogs, and interactive and hyper-realistic video games
promised to yield a generation of sharper, more aware, and intellectually sophisticated children. The terms “information superhighway” and “knowledge economy”
entered the lexicon, and we assumed that teens would use their knowledge and understanding of technology to set themselves apart as the vanguards of this new
digital era. That was the promise. But the enlightenment didn’t happen. The technology that was supposed to make young adults more aware, diversify their tastes,
and improve their verbal skills has had the opposite effect. According to recent reports from the National Endowment for the Arts, most young people in the United
States do not read literature, visit museums, or vote. They cannot explain basic scientific methods, recount basic American history, name their local political
representatives, or locate Iraq or Israel on a map. The Dumbest Generation: How the Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and Jeopardizes Our Future is a startling
examination of the intellectual life of young adults and a timely warning of its impact on American culture and democracy. Over the last few decades, how we view
adolescence itself has changed, growing from a pitstop on the road to adulthood to its own space in society, wholly separate from adult life. This change in adolescent
culture has gone hand in hand with an insidious infantilization of our culture at large; as adolescents continue to disengage from the adult world, they have built their
own, acquiring more spending money, steering classrooms and culture towards their own needs and interests, and now using the technology once promoted as the
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greatest hope for their futures to indulge in diversions, from MySpace to multiplayer video games, 24/7. Can a nation continue to enjoy political and economic
predominance if its citizens refuse to grow up? Drawing upon exhaustive research, personal anecdotes, and historical and social analysis, The Dumbest Generation
presents a portrait of the young American mind at this critical juncture, and lays out a compelling vision of how we might address its deficiencies. The Dumbest
Generation pulls no punches as it reveals the true cost of the digital age—and our last chance to fix it.
"Mastering Your PhD: Survival and Success in the Doctoral Years and Beyond" helps guide PhD students through their graduate student years. Filled with practical
advice on getting started, communicating with your supervisor, staying the course, and planning for the future, this book is a handy guide for graduate students who
need that extra bit of help getting started and making it through. While mainly directed at PhD students in the sciences, the book's scope is broad enough to
encompass the obstacles and hurdles that almost all PhD students face during their doctoral training. Who should read this book? Students of the physical and life
sciences, computer science, math, and medicine who are thinking about entering a PhD program; doctoral students at the beginning of their research; and any
graduate student who is feeling frustrated and stuck. It's never too early -- or too late! This second edition contains a variety of new material, including additional
chapters on how to communicate better with your supervisor, dealing with difficult people, how to find a mentor, and new chapters on your next career step, once you
have your coveted doctoral degree in hand.
"Bibliography found online at tonyrobbins.com/masterthegame"--Page [643].
Share in the euphoria that comes of the “kill shot” by learning the skills and techniques required to play a great game of darts. From the history of the sport to choosing
the right type of equipment, The Ultimate Book of Darts is written in an accessible style that is perfect for both novices and seasoned professionals. Dart throwing is
now a global phenomenon with new players emerging every day. This amazing sport demands remarkable precision and an agile mind from its competitors. Learn the
rules for playing team games and tips for improving your score and ability for more advanced competitions. Author Anne Kramer focuses on the mechanics of dart
throwing by discussing the pros and cons of various stances, such as toes square to the line versus one foot behind the other. This guide emphasizes good form over
accuracy. If you develop good form, the accuracy will follow. Aside from mechanics this book also discusses the necessary equipment from types of darts to board
materials, dimensions, and mounting. Whether you’re an expert marksman who competes in a pub league or a guy who just enjoys throwing sharp objects, this is the
go-to guide to a longstanding and fun tradition.
Darts Finishing Mastery
Mastering the Skills for Success in Life, Business, and School, or How to Become an Expert in Just About Anything
A Book of Golden Deeds
Spin the Dawn
How to Master the Game of Cricket
The British Navy Book
Of All Times and All Lands
This book is for those of you that have the desire, drive, and dedication to become exceptional... You are already a player that continually strives to improve their game with regular, focused practice. You understand the
importance of knowing all the finishing combinations from 2-170. But what about all the numbers above those? How far do you go before starting to think about the finish? The answer may come as a shock to you. This
book continues on from where Darts Finishing Mastery - How To Master the Art of Finishing ends. It concentrates on the vital Second Phase of the 501 game - the Set Up Phase. This is often the most overlooked, and yet
one of the most important phases of 501. It literally can make the difference in-between being a good player and being a world beater. That is how important it is. And yet very few players take the time to study this vital
aspect of the game. It takes dedication and a lot of practice to be proficient at this level, but if you are aiming to be the very best you can be, you need to reserve a sizable part of your practice time to learn and master this
area of your game. If you do, the rewards can be life changing. This book will show you how to gain COMPLETE Mastery of the Dartboard- Quickly and Easily
The most comprehensive guide to Cricket that has ever been written! Most other dart books focus only on fundamentals and the most basic rules of both Cricket and '01. This book is the only complete strategy guide
available and will cover almost all possible angles and game play scenarios to help you become a master of the game. Includes detailed graphics that even the most novice players can follow. If you want to learn how to
master the game of Cricket and learn what it takes to compete with the world's best players, this book is for you! Also included with the book is the author's email address if you have any questions or would like additional
help with certain scenarios.
A tailor in disguise. Three legendary dresses. The competition of a lifetime. 'An amazing creation!' Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling author Project Runway meets Mulan in this sweeping fantasy about a
young girl who poses as a boy to compete for the role of imperial tailor and embarks on an impossible journey to sew three magic dresses, from the sun, the moon, and the stars. On the fringes of the Great Spice Road, Maia
Tamarin dreams of becoming the greatest tailor in the land - but as a girl, the best she can hope for is to marry well. Then a royal messenger summons her ailing father to court, and Maia seizes her chance. Disguised as a
man, she travels to the Summer Palace in her father's place to compete for the emperor's favour, and the coveted position of imperial tailor. If Maia's ruse is discovered, her life will be forfeit. But if she wins, she will
achieve her greatest dream. Yet nothing could have prepared her for the challenge ahead: to sew three magic gowns for the emperor's bride-to-be. One from the laughter of the sun, one from the tears of the moon, and one
from the blood of stars. Accompanied by the mysterious court enchanter, whose piercing eyes seem to see straight through her disguise, Maia's journey will take her to the far reaches of the kingdom, seeking the sun, the
moon, and the stars, and finding more than she ever could have imagined. Steeped in Chinese culture, sizzling with forbidden romance, and shimmering with magic, this young adult fantasy is pitch-perfect for fans of
Sarah J. Maas or Renée Ahdieh. Praise for Spin the Dawn 'Looking for your next big YA fantasy series? We've got our eye on this stylist blockbuster' Entertainment Weekly 'Spin the Dawn is proof that casting a wider net
not only gives us a fresh story that feels unlike everything else on the shelves beside it but also allows for richer and more nuanced storytelling' NPR 'All the cutthroat competition of a runway fashion reality show and the
thrilling exploits of an epic quest . . . a stunning tapestry of adventure' The Washington Post
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At head of title: International Scientific Committee for the Drafting of a General History of Africa (UNESCO).
City of Lies
Hawaii 501
Mastering Your PhD
Bullseyes, Boozers and Modern Britain
Learn Better
Follow Me Back
A Dictionary of English Synonymes and Synonymous or Parallel Expressions Designed as a Practical Guide to Aptness and Variety of Phraseology

Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her
family attributes to having land of their own.
Since the age of twenty-one, darts has been my life - and what a life!'John Lowe is one of Britain's greatest ever darts champions. Unruffled on the oche, even in the face of the
greatest challenges, 'Old Stoneface', as John is known, became an indomitable force in the darts world. With every major darts accolade under his belt, his name has gone down
in the history of the game.It was fate that kick-started John's career in the sport when, one evening, he was asked to take someone's place during a match. Had it not been for
this, John would have followed his father down the mine and led quite a different life.In this fascinating book, John speaks candidly of his two marriages, the glamour and the
strain brough about by jetting around the world to play in tournaments, as well as tales from all the major matches and what he really thinks about his big-name opponents. A
must-read for any sports fan.'A must-read for darts fans' - Sid Waddell'Priceless stuff.' - Andrew Baker, Daily Telegraph'John lifts the lid off darts...something that no other darts
player has dared to do thus far.' - Darts World magazine
I was seven years old the first time my uncle poisoned me... Jovan wears two faces. Outwardly, he is the lifelong friend of the Chancellor’s charming, irresponsible heir. He’s
quiet. Forgettable even. But in truth he is a master of poisons and chemicals, trained to protect the Chancellor’s family. Then there is his sister, Kalina. She hides her frustrations
behind a mask of serenity. While other women of the city holds positions of power and responsibility, her path is full of secrets and lies - some hidden even from her own brother.
It's when the Chancellor succumbs to an unknown poison and an army lays siege to the city that the siblings' world begins to truly unravel. Trapped and desperate, they soon
discover that the society into which they were born and grew up also possesses two faces - for behind the sophistication and the beauty lies an ugly truth - this is a world built on
oppression and treachery . . . This fabulous epic fantasy debut that will appeal to readers of Joe Abercrombie and Terry Brooks, Robin Hobb and Mark Lawrence and all points in
between.
When ER doctor Kale Bryant accepts a new position down the street from Hope Masterson's coffee shop, he begins to question every wall he's built around his heart. He wants
her in a way he hasn't wanted anyone. But taking her won't come without consequences. -- Adapted from back cover.
Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition
How to Play and Win at Darts
How to Master the Art of Finishing: Easily and Effortlessly Master Every Finish from 2-170
Book Twenty-Six
Darts
Methodology and African Prehistory
7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom
BIOGRAPHY: SPORT. Justin "The Bachelor of Darts" Irwin". Justin Irwin used to have another moniker - that of the Director of England at the children's charity, Childline. However, in
December 2004, he suddenly resigned, giving up his well-paid job in order to... play darts. His aim was simple: to qualify for the World Darts Championship in one year's time in December
2005. As a child, Justin had wanted to become a sportsman. He remembered that in 1987 he once hit treble 20 - darts nirvana! So, why couldn't he do that again, just on a more regular basis?
And so began his journey. From playing with friends, he graduated to pub teams, moving on to Open Tournaments in Essex and Hampshire. From backroom bars to the glamour of the Novotel
in Southampton, he learnt the difference between a "Bull-up" and "Bullseye".
Knowing the out-shot combinations - I mean really knowing them - is a skill set that every darts player should strive to master. And yet very few ever do. By following an extremely powerful,
and yet easy to use step-by step system, this book takes years off the learning curve and shows you how to develop a World Class level of finishing - no matter where you are currently at.
'Extremely funny' - Guardian Booze, Bullseyes and (more) Booze Humanity has come a long way in the 500,000 years since Neanderthal man first started chucking spears around. Or has it? In
his blisteringly funny new book, former professional player Wayne Mardle, whose crowd-pleasing antics were even more lively off stage than they were on, blows the lid off one of the UK's
biggest televised sports. Known in darts circles as Hawaii 501 on account of his colourful Hawaiian shirts (yours for just forty-five quid - he's got a garage full of them) Mardle remains one
of the planet's most recognisable players, having performed on the world stage during a professional career that saw him play all the greats and, quite frankly, lose to most of them. In this
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witty (frequently), honest (largely), and poignant (twice) guide to life both on and off the oche, Mardle delivers world-class advice - such as why you shouldn't go on a two-day Vegas booze
bender before a major PDC final, or how to avoid going live on European TV with a string of expletives so outrageous that clips are still replayed, years later, on Belgian telly. Some are lessons
Mardle learned the hard way; others, like why it's best to avoid being sued by a well-known biscuit manufacturer, are gleaned from green-room gossip spanning decades.
The ultimate knitting reference, from the world's most recognized knitting magazine, gets a thorough update--including 1,600 color images and brand-new sections with techniques and designs!
First published in 1989, Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting Book instantly became a beloved resource for knitters. The second edition, released in 2002, further cemented its place as the most
trusted knitting resource. The past 15 years have seen many exciting advances in knitting, and this update encompasses them all. It features an expanded library of cast-ons, increases, decreases,
and bind-offs; in-depth sections on newly favorite techniques such as brioche, entrelac, double knitting, and mosaic knitting; and design and construction chapters that go beyond just sweaters
to encompass dozens of options for hats, mittens, socks, gloves, and more than 25 shawl shapes. Comprehensive chapters cover lace and cabling, and provide even more Information than before
on knitters' tools, correcting errors, finishing, embellishing, and garment care to give you a masterly understanding of every stage of knitting. With updated, revised, and fresh material
throughout, 65 additional pages, and more than 1,600 photos and hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations, Vogue Knitting The Essential Knitting Book is surprisingly easy to navigate with
thorough indexing and footnote cross-referencing. From beginners needing to learn the very basics to seasoned knitters wanting a refresher on a complex technique, every knitter will cherish
this guide for years to come.
Immortally Yours
A Soldier's Duty
UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. I, Abridged Edition
Murder on The Darts Board
American, Soft Tip & Steel Tip
Slinging Arrows
Advanced Strategies
This Christian classic tells the stories of brave men and women who were martyred for their faith in the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries.
Irresistible chemistry and thrilling suspense combine in this electrifying new installment in New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands' Argeneau series... One hundred and twenty-five years is a long time
to nurse a crush. That's how long it's been since Beth Argenis first met Cullen "Scotty" MacDonald and he instantly became the star of her most X-rated dreams. Back then, he was rescuing her from a Rogue
Immortal. Now Beth's a Rogue Hunter - a damn good one. She doesn't need saving anymore, despite what Scotty thinks. What she does need is the fierce, wild desire that finally erupts between them. Scotty has
hesitated to claim Beth as his own. But one explosive kiss confirms what he's long suspected: She's his life mate. But Beth is tough, fearless, beautiful...and in immortal danger. Unless he wants to lose her
forever, he'll have to rethink everything he once believed about love and destiny as well as confront an enemy who's terrifyingly close.
Darts - Crowood Sports Guides covers: a history of darts; rules of the game; choosing the right equipment; basic skills; how to improve your throwing technique and finally great suggestions for making your
practice more interesting. This instructional and practical guide is aimed at beginners, players wanting to revise their darts technique and more experienced players looking to further develop their tactics. It gives
detailed advice on choosing the right equipment; how to improve your throwing technique and the rules of the game, with lots of great suggestions for making your darts practice more interesting. Superbly
illustrated with 95 colour images and diagrams.
Ia is a precog, tormented by visions of the future where her home galaxy has been devastated. To prevent this vision from coming true, Ia enlists in the Terran United Planets military with a plan to become a
soldier who will inspire generations for the next three hundred years-a soldier history will call Bloody Mary.
Life as a Darts Pro
A History
How (not) to be a professional darts player
UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. IV, Abridged Edition
How to Play Winning Darts
The Ultimate Book of Darts
The Heavens

A STORY OF LOVE COMPLICATED BY TIME TRAVEL 'What a wonderful, strange, terrifying, brilliant novel this is' Kamila Shamsie, author of Home Fire New York, 2000. Kate and Ben
meet at a party and immediately fall in love. It is the first year of the new millennium, the first year without a war anywhere in the world. The United Nations has just planted its flag on Mars, and
a Green Party senator is about to become the first female president of the United States. Kate falls asleep, knowing that she is loved. London, 1593. Kate wakes as Emilia - the mistress of a
nobleman - and finds the plague at her door. Afflicted by premonitions of a burnt and lifeless city, she sets out to save the world. Each decision she makes will change her life with Ben forever. A
story of love and alternate universes, madness and time travel, The Heavens is a dream bound up in a strange awakening; it is a bewitching novel of what we have lost, and what we might yet be
able to save.
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First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has been expanded to show how the theories and insights from the original book can translate into actions and practice, now making a real
connection between classroom activities and learning behavior. This edition includes far-reaching suggestions for research that could increase the impact that classroom teaching has on actual
learning. Like the original edition, this book offers exciting new research about the mind and the brain that provides answers to a number of compelling questions. When do infants begin to learn?
How do experts learn and how is this different from non-experts? What can teachers and schools do-with curricula, classroom settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn most
effectively? New evidence from many branches of science has significantly added to our understanding of what it means to know, from the neural processes that occur during learning to the
influence of culture on what people see and absorb. How People Learn examines these findings and their implications for what we teach, how we teach it, and how we assess what our children
learn. The book uses exemplary teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now know result in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls into question concepts and practices firmly
entrenched in our current education system. Topics include: How learning actually changes the physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what people notice and how they
learn. What the thought processes of experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing learning potential of infants. The relationship of classroom learning and everyday settings of community and
workplace. Learning needs and opportunities for teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in education.
Still considered one of the best books ever written about bullfighting, Death in the Afternoon is an impassioned look at the sport by one of its true aficionados. It reflects Hemingway's conviction
that bullfighting was more than mere sport and reveals a rich source of inspiration for his art. The unrivaled drama of bullfighting, with its rigorous combination of athleticism and artistry, and its
requisite display of grace under pressure, ignited Hemingway's imagination. Here he describes and explains the technical aspects of this dangerous ritual and “the emotional and spiritual intensity
and pure classic beauty that can be produced by a man, an animal, and a piece of scarlet serge draped on a stick.” Seen through his eyes, bullfighting becomes a richly choreographed ballet, with
performers who range from awkward amateurs to masters of great elegance and cunning. A fascinating look at the history and grandeur of bullfighting, Death in the Afternoon is also a deeper
contemplation of the nature of cowardice and bravery, sport and tragedy, and is enlivened throughout by Hemingway's sharp commentary on life and literature.
Provides guidelines and advice on starting points for fashion designers of all levels, including defining and rendering concepts, understanding textiles, developing sewing skills, and building an
audience.
Vogue Knitting, Revised and Updated
In the Beginning...Was the Command Line
Fashion Design Essentials
The Dumbest Generation
Skills - Tactics - Techniques
The Tyrant
A Complete Guide to Games, Gear, Terms, and Rules
Darts is an increasingly popular game, and today there are some fifteen million regular dart players in the United States alone. Incredibly, there have
been virtually no reliable, concise guides to darts that would introduce new players to its rules, conventions, equipment, and techniques - until now.
The American Darts Organization Book of Darts includes succinct, authoritative information on the rules of darts, how to play (and win) a dozen of the
most popular games, notes on equipment, basic techniques and strategies, and much more. Also included are sample games, practice routines, and official
tournament rules. Darts is a game for everyone. The American Darts Organization Book of Darts is everyone's perfect introduction to the game.
Your techniques have given me the tools to become the best player I can be. Joe Everett (aka: dart face) New York City Certainly from reading the
additional information in George's book (a must for all dart players) I now understand and feel when my stroke is good and bad and also I'm in a
position where I am able to correct it if the first dart thrown is poor. Antony Sharrett (aka: Tanman) Harrogate, England I know it's working for me
because now what feels like a bad night would have been considered a great night 6 months ago. Mark Kelly (aka: Drac0) Australia I have never felt more
controlled and focused with my darts. The drills, the reading material, all of it are a huge help. Greg Kanes (aka: P-man) S. Africa The way George
writes makes you wanna read it. Davin Burgess, (aka: davin) Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.
Women have made an enormous impact on life on the planet. They are deified and remembered in song, story, legend, and statues since at least 30,000 BC.
We are, and have always been, brilliant inventors, innovators, and leaders for hundred and thousands of years. We are the survivors of everything that
came our way and passed on our culture. Women are the creators of life! A woman can create life inside her own body, give birth to another human being,
and make milk from her own breasts to feed her newborn life. The Goddesses are real mothers, actual women who lived, and created beautiful handiwork and
incredible usable things from next to nothing; such as: spinning and weaving, making pots from dirt, farming, medicine, and writing. What a history!
What a Gift to Civilization! Women were, and continue to be, the true Mothers of Invention! Stone Age Divas in the true sense of the word. If every girl
in the world reads about the Goddesses found in this book, she will have a firm foundation of self-esteem and inspiration to make wise choices in her
life. Since time immemorial, women have bonded together in sisterhood to fight for noble causes in nonviolent ways. Women have always been, and continue
to be, great benefactors of humanity. 'Stone Age Divas: Their Mystery and Their Magic', takes an astonishing look at human beginnings never before
attempted. It challenges our basic assumptions about gender, religion, and our civilization. Warning: This book may be dangerous to your beliefs!
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This is "the Word" -- one man's word, certainly -- about the art (and artifice) of the state of our computer-centric existence. And considering that the
"one man" is Neal Stephenson, "the hacker Hemingway" (Newsweek) -- acclaimed novelist, pragmatist, seer, nerd-friendly philosopher, and nationally
bestselling author of groundbreaking literary works (Snow Crash, Cryptonomicon, etc., etc.) -- the word is well worth hearing. Mostly well-reasoned
examination and partial rant, Stephenson's In the Beginning... was the Command Line is a thoughtful, irreverent, hilarious treatise on the cyber-culture
past and present; on operating system tyrannies and downloaded popular revolutions; on the Internet, Disney World, Big Bangs, not to mention the meaning
of life itself.
Darts Beginning to End
How the Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and Jeopardizes Our Future(Or, Don 't Trust Anyone Under 30)
The Time Traveler's Wife
MONEY Master the Game
The Ultimate Knitting Book
Foxe's Book of Martyrs
‘Makes Game of Thrones look like Jackanory’ – Independent on The Traitor The Tyrant is a sweeping fantasy of empire and intrigue – the third book in Seth Dickinson’s powerful, critically acclaimed
fantasy quartet Masquerade. After years of service to the corrupt Imperial Republic of Falcrest, Baru Cormorant finally knows how to destroy it. She’s discovered a deadly, weaponized blood plague. And
if she releases it, the epidemic will kill millions . . . not just in Falcrest, but worldwide. As her divided mind turns on itself, Baru’s enemies close in. She must choose between genocidal retribution and a
harder path. All she has to do is defeat a conspiracy of kings, spies and immortals, manipulate the outcome of two great wars, and steal the greatest riches in the world. If Baru triumphs, she can force
Falcrest to abandon its colonies and make right its crimes. But does she want a slim chance at justice — or certain revenge? The Tyrant follows The Traitor and The Monster in this extraordinary quartet,
and is published as The Tyrant Baru Cormorant in the US.
Wayne Hawaii 501' Mardle is the most flamboyant darts player in the world, rekindling the spirit of the 1980s when Eric Bristow, Jocky Wilson and co became working-class heroes. Wayne's natural
talent, spectacular stage entrances, extrovert personality and, of course, his trademark tropical shirts, have won the Essex dartist a legion of fans and helped fire the sport's resurgence on Sky TV. After
15 years working as an accounts clerk to support himself in his dream to become a world champion, Wayne gives a candid insight into the fun and gritty reality of life in full-time darts.'
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
The American Darts Organization Book of Darts
The Darts Bible
The French Revolution
Heart of Dart-Ness
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